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As we embark on Canada’s 150th Anniversary of Confederation, my trip to Parliament Hill last week 
highlighted a central tension within our nation: our espoused desire to be a nation that deplores racism, 
promotes equity, and embraces inclusivity and the ways in which this aspiration has yet to be fully 
realized.  
 
For this trip, a Massey Junior Fellow and I were paired with the incomparable Celina Caesar-Chavannes, 
MP for Whitby. As young Black women, we were thrilled to have an opportunity to learn more about 
how Ms. Caesar-Chavannes traverses predominantly white male spaces such as the academy, senior 
managerial posts, governing councils, and more recently the House of Commons – spaces where she is 
often the only Black woman. Shadowing Ms. Caesar-Chavannes in action was a wonderful learning 
experience, we were permitted to observe as she attentively listened and addressed some of the concerns 
of key stakeholders from her International Development portfolio. We also had the opportunity to learn 
more about her former role as the first Black woman appointed as Parliamentary Secretary to the Prime 
Minister.  
 
The chance to meet and observe Ms. Caesar-Chavannes, however, made my colleague’s incident with 
racial profiling by security personnel at Parliament Hill that much more heartbreaking. It was quite jarring 
when I witnessed my Black female colleague experience a grave indignity: the unauthorized search of her 
hair. Wearing box braids, a common style among Black women, I could only offer her an empathetic hug 
as her eyes watered and she questioned aloud why her hair was probed without her consent. This incident 
has made me reflect on a question many Black Canadians frequently ask: why do our bodies read as 
requiring hyper surveillance? 
 
Thankfully, Ms. Caesar-Chavannes deftly advocated alongside my colleague in a manner that 
acknowledged the emotionally injury which results from racial profiling and created an opportunity for 
institutional dialogue about the concerted steps needed to realize our national aspirations of inclusivity. 
To Ms. Caesar-Chavannes, I have not spoken truer words when I say your contribution to our country 
extends beyond the amazing work you do in the House of Commons. Thank you.  
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I had the pleasure of attending the Women in House program this week. My name is Lauren and I am a 
humanities student in the Faculty of Arts and Science. This program is an intimate program that aims to 
encourage women to engage in Canadian politics. I will cherish my experience as a participant in this 
program for years to come.  
 
The first day was an incredible day spent in the Supreme Court of Canada. The monolithic structure 
reminded us of Robarts Library located on our campus. Both structures have the same kind of grand 
splendor that gives the visitor a distinctive yet authoritative feeling. Being a student of criminology, it was so 
important for me to finally see the Supreme Court of Canada. After studying the cases in first year criminal 
law, finally stepping into the Supreme Court was a monumental day for me. Sitting in the Supreme Court 
chambers and listening to Justice Rosalie Abella talking about her career in the legal system. The way in 
which she approaches life is invigorating – the way she spoke to us evoked a zealous yet humble attitude. 
She is truly an incredible role model that all young women should aspire to be.  
 
Later that evening, we attended a reception on Parliament Hill. Here, many female Members of Parliament 
attended. Being in a room with female members of parliament who care deeply about politics, female 
representation in parliament, among other issues. These remarkable women are examples of how we should 
all conduct ourselves in public life. Their dedication to public office is truly remarkable – it was a pleasure 
hearing each of the members of parliament speak about their political experience as well as their lived 
experience as women.  
 
Today – we shadowed our members of parliament. I shadowed Jenny Kwan. The amount of experience and 
insight she has is commendable. She does so much for both the people in her constituency as well as the 
constituency. She is truly a wonderful woman who is dedicating her life to bettering the community. The 
program has made a very personable experience on me. Coming back to Parliament Hill and getting the 
chance to speak with a member of parliament was special. I truly will appreciate this experience as a 
milestone in my life.  
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This March, I was given the incredible opportunity to shadow a female parliamentarian on Parliament Hill in Ottawa 
as part of the U of T Women in house program, which is a 2-day subsidized trip seeking to promote gender equality 
and participation in Canadian politics. I was paired with MP Julie Dzerowicz for the shadowing portion of the trip. 
Ms. Dzerowicz is the Liberal Member of Parliament for the riding of Davenport, and is a member of the Standing 
Committee on Citizenship and Immigration. Ms. Dzerowicz is especially dedicated to serving the constituents of her 
riding and making sure their voices are heard on Parliament Hill.  
 
The first part of our trip commenced with the amazing opportunity to not only visit the Supreme Court of Canada, 
but to also sit down and speak with Supreme Court Justice Rosalie Abella. For many women on this trip including 
myself, this was an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we will never forget. Justice Abella spoke about the early years of 
her career, pausing to reflect on her time in law school where she found herself to be one of the few women enrolled, 
with several of her peers questioning women seeking legal educations. She reminded the young women sitting in the 
room with her that we are very fortunate to be living in a time where women have much more opportunity than they 
did when she was young, and that we have to use that opportunity to break barriers and pursue our ambitions. This 
quote reminded how much women’s issues have prevailed since Justice Abella’s time, but it likewise prompted me 
to realize that we must seize the moment and take advantage of opportunities to further female accomplishments in 
politics, law, or any field we choose.  
  
The second day of our trip was spent shadowing our MP and observing political procedures on Parliament Hill. 
Starting bright and early, I was taken to a meeting for the Standing Committee of Foreign Affairs where I watched 
the committee members discuss policy issues relating to the Ukraine-Russia conflict. Halfway through the meeting, 
the Foreign Minister of Latvia arrived to speak to the committee on Latvia’s partnership with Canada for this issue. 
It was a privilege to observe the Latvian Foreign Minister and the committee members discussing Latvia’s concerns 
for cyber security and the training of troops, along with the next steps in their partnership.  
 
In the afternoon, Ms. Dzerowicz and her staff members gave us a tour of Parliament Hill and were kind enough to 
introduce us to several members of the Liberal Party. I was fortunate enough to speak to the Hon. Kent Hehr, and 
discuss issues that are important to young people in Canada. One of the highlights of the trip was witnessing 
question period in the House of Commons, where House members debated issues from the recently introduced 
Budget 2017. At the end of the day, Ms. Dzerowicz debriefed with us, and we discussed our observations and 
thoughts on political procedure and life on Parliament Hill. Ms. Dzerowicz said something that greatly resonated 
with me, a reminder that a woman does not have to engage in a political career to have an impact in the fight for 
female equality. She said that if we care deeply enough about the issues, we can tackle it from a variety of positions 
and careers. Ms. Dzerowicz was very kind and an excellent host; she was committed to ensuring that my shadowing 
partner and I received a great experience and left Parliament Hill with a good understanding of politics in the federal 
government.  
 
I am very grateful for the exposure to Canadian politics that was given to me through this program, and I recommend 
it to any young woman at U of T who is seeking to explore the issue of equality of women in politics. 

 


